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Development, Policy

Development
related
experiences
and skills

I served on the inaugural Development Committee this past fiscal year (2020-2021). As it was the first year
for this committee, there was a lot of groundwork that needed to be set up to ensure smoother future years.
This included creating and implementing procedures and protocol documents for the Nomination Committee
and initiating DEI training for the Board. Specifically, I lead the onboarding for the NomCom and was heavily
involved in creating most of the NomCom reference documents.
The new DEI training is still being created by both myself, other Dev members, and members of the BIPOC
taskforce and hopefully will be rolled out in the coming months. I am involved in researching potential
NAIGC clubs at HCBUs in our Southeast Region. At the moment, this effort is still in its establishment and
research phases but I am hopeful that the NAIGC can offer assistance to any new clubs.
I was also part of the subcommittee that brainstormed and created the new version of Board evaluations.
This new protocol focuses on a "needs-based" evaluation system to promote more productive conversations
amongst Board Members. I worked alongside Sarah Shanahan to test out different evaluation programs;
however, because there was not enough money in the budget for a paid evaluation program (TinyPulse,
CultureAmp, etc), we used the programs’ trial resources to create an evaluation questionnaire with tested
and proven questions that can promote unity and development with an organization.

Finance
related
experiences
and skills

N/A

Policy related
experiences
and skills

I served on the Policy Committee during this past fiscal year (2020-2021) and was involved in the
restructure subcommittee discussions during the later half of 2019 and early 2020. During the 2020-2021
year, I have taken the lead, with the help of the BIPOC taskforce, on revamping the Scholarship policy to
include a new scholarship for underrepresented athletes in gymnastics, and hopefully see it passed by the
Board in the coming month. I was also the lead on editing the Social Media and Announcement List Serv
policies. I have been working diligently to transform the Social Media policy into a Board Code of Ethics for
the use of social media accounts to better align with the organizational restructure.
I do not shy away from participating in difficult policy discussions. I understand that there may be differing
opinions on certain policies but it is only with invested, and compelling discussion can compromises be
made. It is for the betterment of the organization and membership to thoroughly discuss current and future
implications for any new or changed policy. In order to ensure fruitful discussion, I actively participated
during meeting discussions and continue that effort off-line by adding comments and suggesting edits on
policy documents.

Nonprofit and
Board related
experiences
and skills

I served on the NAIGC Board this past year and during the 2018-2019 fiscal year. This means that I have
experience leading the NAIGC in both the old organizational structure and the restructure. This past year,
especially, was a critical year to serve on the Board as all new processes were being developed and
implemented throughout the governance side of the NAIGC. I am familiar with these new processes as I
was instrumental in their development and can use this to the NAIGC’s advantage in this next year.
In addition to helping shape the new structure of the NAIGC leadership, I am actively involved in two
separate NAIGC member clubs (UC Berkeley and Ohio State University) and aid their leadership in
developing their own vision for their clubs. This connection to the membership shapes my vision of what the
NAIGC can become to best serve the membership. I have been involved with OSU club for the past 4 years
and the UC Berkeley club since I was a freshman in 2014. Outside of those two clubs, I am constantly
interacting with membership through my role as Communications Team Lead and the Office Hour liaison. I
have seen the NAIGC’s purpose shift and grow throughout the years and can envision a trajectory best
suited to the needs of the current and future membership.
Representation and radical opportunity in gymnastics are not equitably and equally available to all potential
members. Recognizing this inequity, this past year I was one of the founding members for the BIPOC
Initiatives Taskforce charged with pushing the boundaries of the NAIGC to support those athletes who are
underrepresented in gymnastics. Currently, this taskforce is finalizing a college scholarship for members
who identify as an underrepresented racial or ethnic minority and researching possible HBCUs to establish
new NAIGC clubs. Overall, I believe that everyone, regardless of skill level, gender, ethnicity, or income



should have the ability to be a part of the NAIGC because the NAIGC exists for the love of the sport.

Interested
Board
leadership
positions

Development Chair

Leadership
related
experiences
and skills

I would like to run for chair of the Development committee this upcoming fiscal year. I believe with my prior
experience leading both the Comms Team and my former alma mater club, and with my recent experience
serving on the Development Committee, I would excel as chair. As Comms Team lead, I developed a well
oiled team with clearly defined tasks and roles for each member; and with this set up, Comms runs very
efficiently. I was the president of my collegiate gymnastics club for two years prior to joining the NAIGC
leadership in 2017. During my tenure, I was responsible for coordinating with a very difficult sport club office
to take over 30 people to Nationals. I lead the development of new safety protocols for a Parent’s Night Out
fundraiser and managed the training of all new volunteers. This past year, I took the lead on multiple
Development projects, such as onboarding the NomCom and was actively involved with the creation and
implementation of NomCom procedures. I was also one of two Dev members to work with the BIPOC
taskforce to create a new scholarship for underrepresented athletes. Overall, I am very familiar with the
responsibilities of the Development Committee, as established in its inaugural year, and am eager to build
on those tasks to create a well-rounded and productive Development Committee.

Strategic
planning
related
experiences
and skills

N/A


